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Dear editor
I read, with great interest, the article by Solomon which compared problem-based 
learning and lecture-based learning methodologies amongst nursing students.1 The 
study found that lecture-based learning was better at increasing immediate knowl-
edge retention and preferred by students compared to problem-based learning. As 
a medical student, I believe these findings are deeply relevant. Medical schools 
around the world have integrated problem-based learning into their curriculums and 
reduced the amount of lecture-based teaching.2 However, there are a few points 
regarding the study’s methodology and outcome measures which require further 
discussion.

Within this study, students were divided into two groups and either had a lecture 
or problem-based learning session. Students were provided with pre/post-session 
tests and questionnaires to gauge their knowledge retention and preferred teaching 
method. Notably, each group was exposed to only one teaching intervention which 
makes it difficult to compare student preferences. Preference may have been 
influenced by previous teaching experiences or a lack of familiarity with problem- 
based learning. Furthermore, different teachers were employed for each teaching 
session and thus, individual teaching style and ability could have influenced 
student’s perceptions of each method.3 The teaching materials used in the study 
are also not available within the text. Inclusion of teaching materials would help 
with assessing whether both teaching sessions were of a similar standard, especially 
as the effectiveness of problem-based teaching is linked to the quality of the clinical 
case used.1

The outcome measures of this study were immediate knowledge retention and 
student preference. While immediate retention is important, it is perhaps not the 
most relevant measure for nursing students. Instead, long-term knowledge retention 
and the ability to apply information may be more pertinent.4 This may not have 
been evident to first-year students unfamiliar with clinical practice. Students may 
have rated problem-based learning lower because they did not see the relevance of 
learning application and decision-making skills. Instead preferring a didactic teach-
ing style which they are familiar with.
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The article by Solomon is important and shows lecture- 
based learning as superior to problem-based learning for 
immediate knowledge retention and nursing student pre-
ference. However, the study’s findings should be consid-
ered in the context of its design and outcome measures. 
The comparison of lecture-based learning and problem- 
based learning is important for understanding how best 
to prepare medical trainees for the fast-paced, high-stakes 
environment of clinical practice. Future studies are needed 
and could test students’ months after the teaching inter-
vention to assess the impact on long-term retention. 
Studies could also examine senior clinical students or 
provide students with both lecture-based and problem- 
based sessions taught by the same instructor.
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